Diffusion, patching, and capping of stearoylated dextrans on 3T3 cell plasma membranes.
Fluorescence-labeled trinitrophenylated stearoylated dextrans have been used as controllable analogues of cell membrane proteins on model membranes and on a variety of natural cell membranes. This paper reports their behavior on 3T3 mouse fibroblast plasma membranes. Spatial distribution on the membrane was studied by fluorescence microscopy, and molecular mobility was measured by fluorescence photobleaching recovery. At concentrations from 10(2) to 3 X 10(3) molecules/micron2 essentially homogeneous fluorescence was observed after treatment with these stearoyldextrans in culture. Diffusion coefficients and fractional recovery of fluorescence after photobleaching were cvoncentration independent. For 3 X 10(3) molecules/micron2 we found at 23 degrees C D = (3.0 +/- 1.8) X 10(-10) cm2/s with 65 +/- 17% recovery and at 37 degrees C D = (7.0 +/- 5.0) X 10(-10) cm2/s without a change of the fractional recovery. Cross-linking with antibodies stopped diffusion on a macroscopic scale and sometimes induced patching, mottling (defined as the development of gaps in the fluorescence layer), and capping (defined as the confinement of the fluorescence to less than 50% of the cell). Capping required approximately 3 h at 37 degrees C and was inhibited by metabolic poisons and cytochalasin B. These drugs did not affect stearoyldextran diffusion or fractional recovery. Colchicine, which did not dramatically affect capping, slowed diffusion two- to threefold but did not affect fractional recovery. The antibody inhibition of the diffusion of stearoyldextrans precedent to capping did not affect the diffusion of a lipid probe or fluorescein isothiocyanate labeled membrane proteins. When the trinitrophenylated stearoyldextran was cleared from most of the surface by capping and the surface subsequently relabeled with stearoyldextran, the diffusion coefficient and fractional recovery of the second label were identical with those of the first label prior to capping. Thus, capping does not clear an immobilizing factor from the membrane.